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Abstract: Efficient collaboration entails significant benefits for modern enterprises. Recent advances in Internet 

technology allow physically dispersed groups to bypass the obstacles raised by geographical distances, so the 

development of Internet based groupware may extend collaboration to a global scale. As groupware applications grow 

larger and more diverse, however, it becomes difficult to anticipate their correctness. In this paper, we address this 

difficulty within the context of group awareness, which we regard both as a communication issue and a user-interface one. 

The main contribution of our research is the use of symbolic model checking for verifying group awareness in 

collaborative work across the WWW. This involves the specification of two related protocols with temporal logic and the 

development of a methodology for encoding temporal formulae into the language of a symbolic model checker, which 

eliminates the need to draw state-transition diagrams. Taking then advantage of the model checker’s ability to produce

counterexamples, we discover drawbacks in these protocols and propose thereon a number of improvements, which aim to 

transform the WWW into a reliable collaborative environment.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 The World Wide Web (WWW) has become the common 

denominator for information exchange across the Internet 

and within enterprises. As such, it has drawn the attention of 

several research communities, including that of Computer 

Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW). CSCW has been 

defined as “the set of computing applications that allow 

physically dispersed groups to engage in a common task by 

providing an interface to a shared workspace” [23]. A 

primary goal in the design of such applications is to enable 

group members to maintain information on each other’s 

presence and activities. This information is commonly 

referred to as group awareness [21] and is intended to 

facilitate the collaboration of spatially dispersed users. This 

is particularly important for the WWW, which was 

developed to support distributed workgroups in the first 

place [6].  

 Yet group awareness faces two challenges within that 

context. The first is related to the inheritance of a key Web 

property, which is the stateless nature of the HTTP protocol. 

In fact, since no information is maintained between 

successive HTTP requests, cooperative applications are often 

unaware of what page a client is currently browsing (lack of 

workspace awareness). The other challenge is that when an 

application changes, its users remain unaware of that change 

until they reload the application via another HTTP request 

(poor activity awareness). Such requests contribute however 

delays to the network and, as a result, applications involving 

frequent interactions cannot support group awareness 

adequately. Both these challenges indicate a need for better 

synchronization, which is inherently time dependent.  
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1.1. Web-Based CSCW 

 Various research efforts have addressed the above 
challenges through a number of prototypes, which 
incorporate collaborative features into the current 
infrastructure of the WWW. Exemplary among those 
prototypes are Internet Foyer [4], the protocol of Palfreyman 
and Rodden [44], GroupScape [27], MetaWeb [60], 
Sideshow [12], MAUI [31] and F@[59]. All these prototypes, 
however, provide solutions without guaranteed correctness. 
In fact, they are supposed to support distributed users who 
interact in different ways (i.e., synchronous/asynchronous), 
so the possibility of delays and interface inconsistencies is 
high. No one of these prototypes has been tested though 
against this possibility. Besides, errors in distributed and 
interactive computing are difficult to detect with traditional 
testing methods, due to the large number of event inter-
leavings. Formal methods, instead, offer opportunities for 
automatic verification and, in addition to detecting errors 
they can also prove their absence in certain cases. Although 
CSCW is not yet a popular domain for formal methods, the 
few existing studies have yielded promising results.  

1.2. Groupware Verification with Formal Methods  

 CSCW is an area that combines methods of software 
engineering, distributed computing, organization 
management and humancomputer interaction, and it involves 
thereof concepts which are defined vaguely. This entails that 
groupware developers provide often solutions which are 
difficult to understand and reason about. To counter this 
situation, some researchers have attempted to formalize 
CSCW and, based on this, to verify subsequently a number 
of systems [2, 20, 24, 26, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 43, 45, 46, 50, 
54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. Nevertheless the support of awareness 
across the WWW has raised a number of issues, since 
network delays may cause inconsistencies on the interface 
and affect the usability of groupware applications [30]. 
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Although some of the above works have addressed 
awareness from a user’s perspective, the adequate support of 
awareness in Webbased collaboration is not ensured by any 
method (either formal or empirical).  

1.3. Contributions  

 The research presented in this paper provides a 
framework for verifying properties of group awareness and 
improving certain aspects of groupware usability within the 
context of the WWW. Specifically, after expressing several 
requirements for awareness support that stem from actual 
collaboration practice, we specify then the behavior of two 
related protocols with temporal formulae and finitestate 
models. Based then on a methodology that we invented 
specifically for this purpose, we encode the temporal 
formulae into the SMV model checker [42] in order to 
simplify the encoding task and increase the efficiency of 
verification. By checking afterwards the encodings against 
the above requirements, we expose limitations in the two 
protocols and propose a number of improvements. The 
systematic refinement of these improvements later allows us 
to enhance the usability of the protocols, manifesting thus 
the soundness of our methodology. Another fact that 
manifests this soundness is that the encodings produced with 
our methodology are semantically equivalent with the 
encodings of the finitestate models, since the latter do not 
provide any additional information on the behavior of the 
protocols.  

 Other researchers contend that software systems can be 
better described with infinitestate models and verified then 
with abstraction techniques [7]. In this paper, instead, we 
provide evidence that certain properties of CSCW systems 
can be adequately described with temporal formulae without 
using statetransition models, and verified then with 
traditional methods of model checking. We must also point 
out that, although SMV was developed for verifying 
synchronous systems primarily, its use in the verification of 
asynchronous systems like the above two protocols is also 
quite feasible (in fact, SMV has been used previously in the 
verification of other asynchronous systems [48, 50].  

 Our approach is inherently iterative, as illustrated in Fig. 
(1) below:  

 The results of our research are significant for two 
reasons. First, group awareness depends on timing 
conditions that have profound implications for the usability 

of relevant protocols. To meet these conditions we suggest 
the infusion of correctness properties into the protocol 
semantics, which ensure the provision of awareness 
information in a consistent and timely fashion. Earlier work 
by other researchers has also employed formal methods for 
improving usability (e.g., the IVY project [36]), yet our own 
research focuses specifically on groupware protocols and 
demonstrates the efficiency of model checking for improving 
their usability. As we show later, usability can be expressed 
in some cases as a fairness requirement [25], indicating that 
if an event is possible it will happen eventually. Most 
important though, our encoding methodology makes model 
checking more attractive to groupware developers, since it 
saves them from the task of drawing statetransition models 
that may be painstaking for large systems.  

2. BACKGROUND IN MODEL CHECKING 

 Model checking is an automatic verification technique, 
which compares formal specifications of desired properties 
against an abstract model of a system [18]. As concerns 
groupware systems, their correctness depends heavily on 
time, as the latter plays a critical role in cooperative work [3, 
41]. For this reason, we have selected in this paper the 
formalism of temporal logic [17] to express the properties of 
the protocols that we wish to verify. This formalism is an 
extension of predicate calculus that can support reasoning on 
how the truth values of specifications change over time. Its 
rules are defined in terms of states, which assign values to 
system variables. Distinct states correspond to different 
valuations of those variables. A transition from one state to 
another occurs when the values(s) of one or more variable(s) 
in the first state change(s). An infinite sequence of states 
characterizing the execution of a process is called a path.

2.1. Temporal Logic as a Specification Language 

 Over the last three decades, temporal logic has been used 
to specify several kinds of reactive systems, whose role is to 
maintain an ongoing interaction with their environment [40]. 
Hence the correctness of these systems depends on 
synchronization properties and timing constraints. 
Groupware systems are multiuser reactive systems, so their 
specification must indicate the existence of alternative paths 
of synchronization. Consequently a branchingtime logic [16] 
is needed, which should comprise operators for the 
expression of relative event ordering and the quantification 
of events over paths. For the purpose of this paper we have 

Fig. (1). Verification of groupware protocols with model checking. 
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chosen computation tree logic (CTL) [17], which is built of 
atomic propositions, logical connectives, and temporal 
operators. A formal definition of CTL is given in Section 
A.1 of the Appendix. 

2.2. Model Checking Temporal Formulae 

 Within only a few years from its establishment, model 

checking turned out to be the prevailing method for verifying 

temporal formulae. When using this method, the system 
under consideration is modeled as a graph comprising a 

finite number of states, which are labeled by atomic 

propositions and connected by transitions. Graphs like this 
are known as Kripke structures and they are defined in this 

paper in Section A.2 of the Appendix. Model checking 

algorithms systematically verify whether a system satisfies a 
formula by searching every combination of paths in a Kripke 

structure and checking the formula’s truth along the way. 

The total number of paths to be searched (and hence the 
complexity of these algorithms) depends on the number of 

free variables in the system’s model. A particular advantage 

of model checking is that, when a system does not satisfy a 
given formula, it accompanies the negative answer with a 

counterexample falsifying that formula. Model checking 

algorithms are broadly classified into explicit and symbolic
ones. The former operate on states and represent transition 

relations as adjacency lists. Because the number of states 

often becomes exponential in the number of parameters in 
the model, explicit algorithms suffer the state explosion 

problem. Symbolic algorithms, instead, operate directly on 

symbolic representations of state sets (i.e. representations 
based on Boolean formulae) and avoid thus the explicit 

enumeration of each state. A more detailed description of 

these algorithms is given in Section A.3 of the Appendix (as 
well as in [10] and [42]).  

2.3. Managing State Explosion with Symbolic Algorithms 

 To make symbolic model checking practical, a method 

was needed to efficiently manipulate Boolean formulae like 
the above. A suitable method for this purpose is binary 

decision diagrams (BDDs) [9], which are like binary 

decision trees except that identical subtrees are merged and 
form directed acyclic graphs. BDDs can be further reduced 

to include each state variable at most once, by eliminating all 

redundant vertices whose edges point to the same vertex. 
Such diagrams hold essentially compressed forms of the 

truth tables of Boolean formulae, and thus symbolic 

algorithms explore several states at once instead of visiting 
one state at a time. Hence they can handle many orders of 

magnitude larger state spaces than explicit algorithms [10].  

 The first model checking tool that utilized symbolic 

algorithms was SMV, whose basic features are overviewed 

in Section A.4 of the Appendix. This tool extracts a BDD-
based model from a system’s encoding, which is given in a 

concurrent language. Programs in this language are 

annotated with CTL specifications, whose validity in the 
BDD model is checked by the symbolic algorithms of the 

tool. Whenever a model does not satisfy a specification, 

SMV produces a counterexample. Although BDDs incur 
theoretically a space complexity exponential in the length of 

Boolean formulae, their efficiency in capturing the execution 

patterns of reactive systems enables symbolic algorithms to 

exhibit time complexity that is linear in the number of states 

plus the length of the formulae being checked [9]. To verify 

large systems, however, symbolic algorithms require careful 
ordering of the input variables so as to avoid state explosion.  

 A complementary technique to BDD-based model 
checking is based on propositional satisfiability (SAT) and 
searches for counterexamples of an upper-bounded length 
[8]. More specifically, the transition relation of a system is 
unfolded k times, allowing thus any counterexample of up to 
k states to be found with a SAT solver. In the case that a 
bound on the length of counter-examples is not known, this 
method cannot verify a property but it can only produce 
counterexamples. Hence SAT-based model checking is 
referred to in the literature as an “incomplete verification 
technique” [47]. Whenever such a bound is known, however, 
model checking can be reduced to a satisfiability problem 
and bypass BDDs. In general, this method scales better with 
large systems than traditional symbolic model checking in 
terms of efficiency (i.e., execution time). More recently, 
Chechik et al. [15] introduced multi-valued symbolic model 
checking for formulae denoting uncertainty and 
inconsistency. This technique provides additional truth 
values to 0 and 1 but has the same complexity as CTL model 
checking.  

 Contrary to these works, in this paper we rely on the 
traditional algorithms of SMV to verify awareness protocols 
for the WWW. Like several other model checkers, SMV 
evaluates system variables in a next state relative to their 
values in the current state. Hence to verify a system with 
SMV, it is necessary to model it first with a state-transition 
diagram or an equivalent language. Regarding groupware 
systems though, this kind of modeling may be awkward and 
inefficient due to the large number of possible states. So in 
this paper we propose a methodology that encodes CTL 
operators directly into SMV, thus eliminating the need to 
draw state-transition diagrams and increasing also the 
efficiency of verification. Before describing this 
methodology, we set below the context in which it will be 
applied.  

3. MODEL CHECKING GROUP AWARENESS IN 
THE WWW 

 Group awareness has received attention from the CSCW 
community for over a decade now, yet the term is not 
defined uniquely because it spans a broad range of issues. 
There exist in fact several types of awareness, whose 
definitions are not mutually exclusive. For the purpose of 
this paper we have adopted the definition of Dourish and 
Bellotti [21], which implies that cooperative work can be 
coordinated by providing feedback on the work context. In 
other words, group awareness can be realized as information 
on user activities and presence, which are represented in this 
paper by concurrent events. By utilizing formal methods, we 
intend to investigate how the coordination of these events 
can enhance group awareness in Web-based CSCW.  

 We consider for this purpose the protocol of Palfreyman 
and Rodden and the awareness-support protocol of 
MetaWeb, and we examine in them several properties with 
the aid of model checking. Although there exist quite a few 
protocols for awareness support in the WWW (as we 
mentioned in Section 1.1), the above two protocols are 
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representative of the main approaches within this context, 
namely passive (query-based) and active (notification-based) 
awareness. The two protocols are described first informally 
and then in terms of state-transition models and CTL 
formulae, which are used afterwards to guide the encoding 
into SMV. The aim of the model checking experiments that 
follow the encoding is to infer whether the events that 
indicate user activities are presented to the attention of group 
members (i) anyway [21], (ii) without significant delay [29], 
(iii) in the right order [13, 60], as well as whether (iv) the 
presented events are always the intended ones [52]. 

 The first represents a fairness requirement, while the 

second requirement accrues from the fact that the relevance 

of awareness information depends heavily on time; in fact, if 
this information is provided belatedly, it may loose its value 

(in cooperative editing, for example, two co-authors may 

mistakenly erase a paragraph if they do not inform each 
other of their actions). The last two requirements, finally, 

refer to interface consistency (as indicated by Sun et al. [52])

that we deal with in Section 6.  

3.1. The Protocol of Palfreyman and Rodden 

3.1.1. Informal Description  

 This protocol runs atop TCP/IP and supports awareness 

with a parallel communication facility, whereby 
collaborators can capture each other’s presence and actions. 

Specifically, each Web site executing this protocol runs two 

servers, i.e., a regular HTTP server and a server providing 
awareness information. This information denotes the 

presence of clients and is recorded in HTML pages. So for 

example clients can be located with standard CGI programs 
[27] at a Web site, and be called then either through static 

links in HTML pages or through HTML Forms. Each Web 

client has an associated ‘awareness client’, whose role is to 
sign onto the server holding the awareness information 

whenever the Web client requests some document from the 

HTTP server. Sign-on messages have a parameter specifying 
the exact URL of the awareness server and they are preceded 

by the total message length to assist error detection.  

 Upon receiving a sign-on message, the awareness server 

adds the client’s details to a list of clients who are accessing 

this URL at the same time. Moving to a new document is 
only possible if the Web client has instructed first the 

associated awareness client to sign off from the awareness 

server. By maintaining the various sign-on and sign-off 

messages, the awareness server enables clients to obtain 

information on each other’s presence and actions, such as 

how many of them (and who) are accessing a specific URL, 
how many pages are accessed concurrently at a particular 

point in time, etc. This information can be obtained by 

sending query messages defined especially for this purpose.  

 The above description defines four types of interaction, 
which are shown in Fig. (2a):  

 In the following sections, such interactions are specified 
by state-transition models and CTL formulae.  

3.1.2. Specification by a State-Transition Model  

 The model we have chosen to specify the protocols’ 
behavior in is a special kind of a finitestate automaton. In 
general, finitestate automata are powerful means for 
representing concurrency [22]. To illustrate their use in the 
specification of Palfreyman and Rodden’s protocol, we 
consider a simple property that we express first in CTL:  

�((client = idle) (client = signs-on))         (1) 

 The above formula means that an idle client will 
eventually sign on to an awareness server. The concatenation 
of the universal quantifier ‘ ’ and the henceforth operator 
‘�’ in the beginning of the formula denotes that the formula 
will always be True from now on, while the concatenation of 
the universal quantifier and the eventually operator ‘ ’ after 
the implication sign denotes that the proposition on the right 
will hold eventually at some time in the future. The 
transition implied by the above formula (i.e., that the client 
will move from the idle to the signs-on state) is depicted in 
the automaton of Fig. (3) by an arrow connecting the 
corresponding states (i.e., circles). 

 Because the client is idle initially, the corresponding state 
is marked in Fig. (3) with an arrow without origin. The client 
may remain in that state for some time, so there is another 
arrow originating from it and ending back to itself. This state 
is also a ‘final’ one (which is denoted by a double circle). 
Clients and servers are represented by distinct automata, 
which are composed to represent the interactions implied 
from the protocol’s description. Although in Fig. (2) we have 
drawn two clients, in Fig. (3) there is only one automaton 
representing client behaviour, which is composed with the 
server’s automaton via four dotted arrows.  

 In general, there is a direct correspondence between 
temporal formulae and finite-state automata [38, 61], but the 
correspondence between formula (1) and the aforementioned 

Fig. (2). Possible interactions in the two protocols. 
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transition in Fig. (3) is not such. In fact, following [38], 
formula (1) should correspond to the automaton of Fig. (4)
below, in which there is an arrow from the signs-on state to 
itself labeled with the null symbol ‘ ’. In Fig. (3) we have 
omitted this arrow and the null symbol for brevity, and we 
assume that the transitions are asynchronous. Some 
transitions which are obviously synchronous though (like the 
transition from the gets-query to the sends-results state) have 
been drawn with bold arrows. 

Fig. (4). Finite-state automaton indicating an action that will 

happen eventually. 

 Besides the above property, there are also some 
properties in Palfreyman and Rodden’s protocol which 
denote dependencies among events and cannot be 
represented graphically by a single transition. Formula (2) 
below, for example, denotes the property that a client cannot 
submit two queries in sequence without having received in 
between the results of the first query: 

�((client = sends-query) ( [¬ (client = sends-
query) U (client = gets-results)]))          (2) 

 In the automaton of Fig. (3) this property is represented 
by four transitions, which connect the states client-sends-
query, server-gets-query, server-sends-results, client-gets-
results, and client-sends-query. The direct encoding of the 
protocol properties with the methodology we referred to 
earlier is meant to avoid the task of drawing several 
transitions for properties like this. This methodology incurs 
by no means loss of semantic information since, as we 
mentioned earlier, temporal formulae can be converted into 
finite-state automata, so the direct encoding of the former 
into SMV is equivalent to the encoding based on their 

corresponding automata. The semantic equivalence of our 
methodology with automata-based encodings is further 
discussed in Section 4.2, where we argue for its soundness 
using specific examples.  

Below we complete the formal description of Palfreyman 
and Rodden’s protocol, by specifying in CTL some other 
properties

1
 that we deem essential. 

3.1.3. Protocol Specification in CTL 

�((client = signs-on) (client = signs-off))        (3) 

 The above formula means that if a client has signed on to 
a URL, after some time s/he will eventually sign off. The 
property expressed by this formula is represented graphically 
in Fig. (3) by two transitions between the signs-on and the 
idle states and between the idle and the signs-off states, 
respectively. We have not drawn a loop transition from the 
signs-on state to itself, because this would contradict the 
requirement that a client may not sign onto a new URL if 
s/he has not signed off from the previous one. This is in fact 
a safety requirement [40] that can be expressed in CTL by 
the following formula (which extends formula (3)):  

�((client = signs-on) ( [¬ (client = signs-on) U 
(client = signs-off)]))           (4)

 Similarly to formula (3), the formula below denotes the 
intention of a client to sign off from the current URL in order 
to move to another one:  

�((client = signs-off) (client = signs-on))        (5)

 This property is represented in Fig. (3) by two transitions, 
which connect the signs-off, the idle, and the signs-on states. 
The transition that connects the first two of these states 
denotes also that a client may leave a session after signing 
off from the awareness server.  

1The protocol has been implemented in C++ and its source code was until recently 

available from the Web site of Lancaster University (Computing Department). The 
specification of the protocol’s properties is based on that code as well as on the in-

formal description above. 

Fig. (3). Finitestate automaton representing Palfreyman and Rodden’s protocol. 
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�((server = gets-query) (server = sends-results))
              (6) 

i.e., upon getting a query from a client, the server releases 
the results immediately.  

�((client = gets-results) ((client = signs-on) 
(client = signs-off)  (client = idle) 

(client = gets-results)  (client = sends-query))        (7) 

 The above formula denotes that, upon receiving the 
results of a query, a client may leap to any other state 
afterwards. In fact, in Fig. (3) this property is denoted by 
direct transitions from the gets-results state to every other 
state of the client’s automaton. The loop transition from that 
state to itself denotes that a client may keep receiving results 
for a short while (due to network latency).  

�((client = signs-on) ((client = idle) (client = 
sends-query))            (8)

 Upon signing on to a URL, a client may remain idle or 
submit a query. Yet s/he may not get the results of a previous 
query, since this must happen before s/he signs on to a URL. 

�((client = signs-on) (server = gets-sign-on))        (9)

 In the above formula, the concatenation of the universal
quantifier and the eventually operator denotes that the server 
may not get immediately the sign-on message, due to 
network latency. The same holds for the four formulae 
below:  

�((client = signs-off) (server = gets-sign-off))    (10)

�((client = sends-query) (server = gets-query))  (11)

�((server = sends-results) (client = gets- results))
            (12)

�((client = idle) ((client = idle)  (client = sends-
query)  (client = gets-results) 

(client = signs-on)  (client = signs-off)))       (13) 

 Formula (13) generalizes formula (1) and the property it 
denotes is represented in Fig. (3) by the various transitions 
that connect the idle state with all other states in the client’s 
automaton. 

 Formula (14), in turn, denotes what a server may do after 
the receipt of a sign-on message from a client: 

�((server = gets-sign-on) ( ((server = gets-sign-off) 
 (server = gets-sign-on) 

(server = gets-query))) (server = idle)       (14) 

 Formula (15), on the other hand, denotes the actions of 
the server upon receiving a sign-off message: 

�((server = gets-sign-off) ( ((server = gets-sign-off) 
 (server = gets-sign-on))) 

(server = idle)          (15)

 Formula (16), finally, denotes the possible actions of a 
server when it is in the idle state: 

�((server = idle) ((server = idle)  (server = gets-
query) 

(server = gets-sign-on)  (server = gets-signs-off)))      (16)

 The above formally expressed properties form a 
representative picture of Palfreyman and Rodden’s protocol, 
and they are encoded later into SMV based on the 
methodology we have in-vented. Below we describe the 
awareness-support protocol of MetaWeb, which is also 
encoded with this methodology later. 

3.2. Awareness Support in MetaWeb  

3.2.1. Informal Description  

 The primary concern behind the development of 
MetaWeb was the insufficiency of other groupware systems 
at that time to provide synchronous session coupling to Web 
pages. Another concern was platform and browser 
independence, while the need for supporting diverse 
groupware applications across the WWW was also taken into 
account. 

 MetaWeb couples Web pages to collaborative sessions 
via access lists, on which it registers client interests and 
maintains active sessions. Interest registration is done once 
for each client when s/he joins a session. Clients and servers 
exchange events which are triggered whenever a client 
moves to a new page, modifies it, or joins a new session on 
the same page. These events are defined as Java objects, 
including among their attributes a sequence number for 
message ordering and concurrency control. Event 
notification is always done explicitly and it depends on 
whether a client has registered an interest in all the events of 
a session or in specific ones only. In both cases, upon an 
event’s occurrence the server is informed accordingly and 
notifies then that event to all the clients who have registered 
a relevant interest. The various interactions between the 
components of this protocol are depicted in the producer-
consumer model of Fig. (2b). Moreover, they can be 
represented by a finite-state model, as in Fig. (5) below:  

Fig. (5). Finitestate automaton for the Awareness-support 
Protocol of MetaWeb. 

 There are again two distinct automata in this figure (i.e., 
one for clients and one for servers), which are composed via
three dotted arrows. The actual encoding of MetaWeb was 
derived from CTL formulae though (as was the encoding of 
Palfreyman and Rodden’s protocol). Some of these formulae 
are presented later in this paper in order to assist the 
interpretation of the model checking results. 
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4. A NEW ENCODING METHODOLOGY FOR SMV 

 Having outlined so far the functionality of the two 
protocols with temporal properties and finitestate models, we 
present in the current section a novel methodology for 
transforming CTL formulae into SMV code, which will 
assist us subsequently in the compact representation of the 
protocols’ behavior in this model checker and the 
verification of key properties of awareness support. Our 
methodology comprises seven rules that are empirical but, as 
we show later, they reduce substantially the encoding effort 
and simplify verification. Regarding the novelty of the 
methodology, it is discussed in Section 4.2 below.  

4.1. Encoding Rules 

 Rule I. Implications followed by the universal quantifier 
and the next operator are encoded as deterministic next-state 
assignments. For example, the formula �(p(v1)

q(v2)) is encoded as  

 next(v2) :=

  case  

    p(v1) : q(v2); 

   1 : <current-value>;
  esac; 

 In this example, p(v1) represents a proposition involving 
the system variable v1 (e.g., p(v1)  (v1 = gets-message)). 
Similarly, q(v2) represents another proposition involving the 
system variable v2.

 Rule II. Implications followed by the concatenation ‘ ’
are encoded as non-deterministic assignments that include 
the proposition in the right part of the formula (referred to 
henceforth as ‘implied proposition’) and some other value, 
which must have been declared as a symbolic-type variable 
in the VAR section of the encoding. For example, the 
formula �(p(v1) q(v2)) is encoded as  

 next(v2) :=

  case  

   p(v1) : {q(v2), other};  

   1 : <current-value>;

  esac; 

 Rule III. Concerning variables that represent system 
entities not acting on their own (like the server variable in 
Palfreyman and Rodden’s protocol), their default next-state 
value is the same as the current.  

 Rule IV. Implications denoting eventuality through the 
concatenation ‘ ’ are encoded as non-deterministic 
assignments, which include the implied proposition of the 
formula, the in-transit state (which must be declared in the 
VAR section), as well as a counter variable whose type is an 
integer subrange. For example, the formula �(p(v1)

q(v2)) is encoded as  

 next(v2) :=

  case  

   (counter = 0) & p(v1) : in-transit;

   (v2 = in-transit) & (counter < MAX) :  
   {q(v2), in-transit};  

   (v2 = in-transit) & (counter = MAX):  
   q(v2);

   1 : <current-value>;

   esac; 

 Obviously, the integer subrange of counter is 0 . . .
MAX. The selection of a subrange for counter is necessary, 
because we do not know when the proposition q(v2) starts to 
hold so we assume a certain time interval (i.e., (0, MAX]) 
within which this can happen. Otherwise, the non-
deterministic assignments might force SMV to enter a time-
consuming loop and cause thereby state explosion.  

To complete the encoding of the above formula we must 
perform next-state evaluations for the counter variable too, 
since the value of this variable changes in each transition and 
q(v2) depends directly on that change. We encode counter as 
follows:  

 init(counter) := 0; 

 next(counter) :=

  case  

   (v2 = in-transit) : counter + 1;  

   1 : counter; 

  esac; 

 If in the module that contains the encoding of �(p(v1)
q(v2)) there is also another encoded formula, in which 

p(v1) is implied by another proposition, the next-state values 
of counter must be computed as follows:  

 next(counter) :=

  case  

   p(v1) : counter0 + 1;  

   (v2 = in-transit) : counter + 1;  

   1 : counter0;

  esac; 

where counter0 is the value of the counter resulted from the 
evaluation of the other formula. The next-state evaluation of 
v2 must be rewritten in that case as follows:  

 next(v2) :=

  case  

   (counter = counter0) & p(v1) : in-transit1;
   (v2 = in-transit1) & (counter < MAX + 

   counter0) : {q(v2), in-transit1};  

   (v2 = in-transit1) & (counter = MAX +  
   counter0) : q(v2);

   1 : <current-value>;

  esac; 

 The above rule can be used to encode also the formula
�(p(v1) q(v2)), but in the first command of the next-

state assignment we must add an other value (i.e., write 
(counter = 0) & p(v1) : {in-transit, other};)

 Rule V. Formulae containing the until operator after an 
implication sign can be encoded in several ways. 
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Specifically, the formula �(p(v1) [q(v2) U r(v2)]) is 
encoded by the assignment 

 next(v2) :=

  case  

   p(v1)& (counter1 = 0) :q(v2);

   q(v2) & (counter1 < MAX1) : {q(v2), r(v2)}; 

   q(v2) & (counter1 = MAX1) : r(v2);

   1 : <current-value>;

  esac;

 Here we also assume a time interval within which r(v3)
may start holding (and thus invalidate q(v2)), so counter1

must be evaluated the same way as counter. Depending on 
the meaning of the above formula in a real domain, the value 
of MAX1 may be set higher or lower than the value of MAX 
in the previous rule.  

Concerning in turn the formula �(p(v1) [¬ q(v2) U
r(v2)]), it is encoded similarly except that we must assume 
one or more values of v2 that imply the negation of q(v2). For 
example, we can declare in the beginning of the encoding  

 VAR 

  v2 : { y1, y2, y3, y4, y5 };

(where v2 = y1 implies the satisfaction of q(v2), { v2 = yi , 2 i
4 } imply its negation, and v2 = y5 implies the satisfaction 

of r(v2)) and then encode the above formula as follows:  

 next(v2) :=

  case  

   p(v1) & (counter2 = 0) : { y2, y3, y4};

   (v2 = y2 | v2 = y3 | v2 = y4) & (counter2

   < MAX2) : { y2, y3, y4, y5};

   (v2 = y2 | v2 = y3 | v2 = y4) & (counter2 =  

   MAX2) : y5;

   1 : <current-value>;

  esac;

Combining the above with Rule IV, we can encode the 
formula �(p(v1) ( [¬q(v2)U r(v2)])) as follows: 

 next(v2) :=

  case  

   p(v1) & (counter3 = 0) : in-transit2;

   (v2 = in-transit2) & (counter3 < MAX3) &

   (counter4 =0) : {in-transit2,y2,y3,y4};

   (v2 = in-transit2) & (counter3 = MAX3) &  

   (counter4 = 0) : {y2, y3, y4};

   (v2 = y2 | v2 = y3 | v2 = y4) & (counter4

   < MAX4) : { y2, y3, y4, y5};

   (v2 = y2 | v2 = y3 | v2 = y4) & (counter4 = 
   MAX4) : y5;

    1 : <current-value>;

  esac;

 Note that in the above encoding the variable counter4 can 
only increase its value if counter3 has reached its upper limit. 
Hence counter4 is encoded as 

 init(counter4) := 0;

 next(counter4) :=

  case  

   (v2 = y2 | v2 = y3 | v2 = y4) & (counter3 =
   MAX3) : counter4 + 1;

   1 : counter4 ;

  esac;

Concerning finally the formula �(p(v1) [ q(v2) U
r(v2)]), it is encoded as follows: 

 next(v2) :=

  case  

   p(v1)& (counter5 = 0) :{q(v2), other}; 

   q(v2) & (counter5 < MAX5) : {q(v2), r(v2)}; 

   q(v2) & (counter5 = MAX5) : r(v2);

   1 : <current-value>;

  esac;

 Rule VI. Formulae containing the releases operator after 
an implication sign are encoded similarly, since this operator 
is the dual of until (i.e., [ q(v2) U r(v2)] [r(v2) R q(v2)]).

 Rule VII. A CTL formula with two implication signs 
(like p  (q r) for example) is encoded as follows:  

 If the second implication sign is followed by the 
concatenation ‘ ’, i.e., �(p(v1) (q(v2) r(v3)))

(where v1, v2, and v3 represent system variables and v1  v2), 
then the formula is encoded as a deterministic next-state 
assignment:  

next(v3) := p(v1) & q(v2) : r(v3);

 The above assignment follows the tautology p  (q r)
 (p q) r of propositional logic. 

 Instead, if the second implication sign is followed by the 
concatenation ‘ ’, (e.g., �(p(v1)  (q(v2) r(v3)))), 
then the corresponding assignment will indicate a non-
deterministic choice, which must be associated with a 
counter variable as before:  

 next(v3) :=

  case 

   p(v1) & q(v2) & (counter6 = 0) : in-transit3;

   (v3 = in-transit3) & (counter6 < MAX6) :

   {r(v3), in-transit3};  

   (v3 = in-transit3) & (counter6 = MAX6) : 

   r(v3);
   1 : <current-value>;

  esac;  

 Finally, in the case where v1 and v2 correspond to the 
same system variable, they must be encoded in SMV by two 
distinct variables. 

4.2. Discussion of the Methodology 

 The main innovation introduced by the above 
methodology is the use of counter variables, which are 
meant to control the recursive execution of some assignment 
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statements. In fact, the recursive execution of non-
deterministic assignments (like the encoding of the ‘ ’
pair) contributes to state explosion and can make model 
checking impractical, despite the remarkable efficiency of 
SMV. By confining the counter variables within a narrow 
subrange we impose a restriction on this execution, so the 
latter is guaranteed to terminate within a finite number of 
steps (this is also the prespective of SAT-based symbolic 
model checking that we mentioned in Section 2.3, which is 
sometimes referred to in the literature as bounded model 
checking [19]). In the encoding of the two protocols, for 
example, we have assumed an integer subrange between 1 
and 1000, which means that the granularity of transitions 
ranges between 1 msec and 1 sec.  

 In fact, as the awareness messages that are exchanged 
among group participants are small in size, the total 
transmission time is dominated by network latency. 
According to [53], the latency on the Internet rarely exceeds 
1 sec, so awareness messages are normally delivered within 
that slot. By assigning therefore the subrange 1 . . 1000 to 
control variables we implicitly assume that at most 1000 
transitions can take place in the state space (each one 
corresponding to 1 msec) whenever two entities exchange 
messages. This way we restrict the size of that space and 
reduce the possibility of state explosion. Although bounded 
model checking is also meant to increase efficiency, there 
are two fundamental differences between it and our encoding 
methodology, i.e., (1

st
) bounded model checking does not 

restrict the size of state space (as our methodology does) and 
(2

nd
) our methodology does not only assist in error detection 

(as it is usually the case with bounded model checking), but 
it can also prove the absence of errors in groupware 
protocols by taking advantage of the aforementioned bound 
on Internet latency. Hence our methodology is unique.  

 Although SMV is inefficient in manipulating integers, 
the subrange of 1 to 1000 is so narrow that it cannot cause a 
state explosion. In other cases, however, this subrange may 
not be appropriate (e.g., in cooperative transaction 
processing or virtual environments); to avoid a state 
explosion in those cases, one may convert integer variables 
into bit strings, as suggested by Chan et al. [14, p.510].  

 The methodology is also complete in the sense that all 
the temporal operators (and their possible combinations with 
path quantifiers) are encoded, each one with a different rule. 
Regarding in turn the soundness of the methodology, it 
depends on whether the encoding rules can represent the 
behavior of a system as adequately as ordinary encoding 
methods that rely on state-transition models. As we 
mentioned earlier, all temporal operators and their 
combinations with path quantifiers can be easily converted 
into finite-state automata, so their respective encodings into 
SMV must be the same. The only case where our 
methodology differs significantly from automata-based 
encodings is when multiple transitions of an automaton are 
represented in our methodology by a single formula, which 
does not contain some of the states accessed by those 
transitions. The property denoted by formula (2), for 
example, corresponds in Fig. (3) to four transitions, while 
two of the states accessed by those transitions (i.e., gets-
query and sends-results) do not appear in formula (2) (either 

explicitly or implicitly). Hence the respective encodings will 
be different. 

 We have also pointed out earlier that the encoding effort 
is reduced if we encode formula (2) directly into SMV. In 

fact, it is preferable to write a single CTL formula in one line 

than drawing four distinct states and connecting them with 
arrows. The SMV code corresponding to that formula is 15 

lines totally (see Section A.5 of the Appendix), i.e., 5 lines 

for the formula itself and 5 for each counter variable, 
whereas the code corresponding to the four transitions of 

Fig. (3) is larger since three of them are asynchronous (and 

thus they cannot be encoded with a single assignment that 
requires 4 lines of code). Yet in the protocol specification we 

have also included CTL formulae for the properties denoted 

by these transitions, so the overall gain in terms of effort is 
moderated. On the other hand though, we must note that we 

obtain additional semantic information from the encoding of 

temporal formulae into SMV. For example, if we attempt to 
verify a property that contradicts formula (2), the encoding 

of the latter will assist the model checker to produce 

counterexamples at a faster pace than the encoding of the 
four transitions of Fig. (3). 

 In summary, we can say that the benefits of our encoding 

methodology can be fully exploited if developers specify 
adequately a system in CTL, so as to capture every aspect of 

its behavior. This holds nevertheless for transition-based 

encodings as well, since a state-transition model that has not 
captured adequately the behavior of a system is useless to 

model checking.  

5. THE METHODOLOGY IN USE 

5.1. Encoding the Protocol of Palfreyman and Rodden  

 This protocol was illustrated in Fig. (2a) by a fairly 

abstract model, which conveyed the philosophy that 

awareness support should be regarded as a centralized 
communication process. Based on this model, we specified 

in Section 3.1.2 a number of properties.  

 In the current section, we show how these properties 
guided the protocol’s encoding into SMV based on the 
methodology we presented above. A complete encoding 
example is presented in Section A.5 of the Appendix, where 
we have assumed for simplicity only one client. In the model 
checking experiments, however, we included several client 
submodules (i.e., processes) that were allowed to run 
concurrently. The correctness properties examined in these 
experiments are described below.  

5.1.1. Encoding Correctness Properties  

Besides assignment statements, the encoding of Palfreyman 
and Rodden’s protocol includes also one SPEC statement. 
This specification represents the encoding of a property 
which does not emerge directly from the protocol’s 
description, but it is important because it entails the satis-
faction of the first two requirements in the beginning of 
Section 3. Specifically, this property concerns whether it is 
possible for a client to remain unaware of other clients’ 
activities (in other words, we are interested in finding 
whether a client may request information on ongoing or past 
activities and not receive it). We express this property with 
the following CTL formula:  
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(client = sends-query �(server-does-not-return-
requested-results)) 

(client = sends-query �(¬ server-returns-requested-
results))  

 The proposition server-returns-requested-results can be 
True if and only if

(i) the server always replies to client requests and

(ii) any information requested by the clients is always 
available.

 Since client activities are temporally delimited by sign-on 
and sign-off messages, the availability of awareness 
information can be denoted by the proposition a-signed-on-
client-has-not-signed-off-yet. Hence the CTL formula above 
is equivalent to

(client = sends-query �¬(server = sends-results 

a-signed-on-client-has-not-signed-off-yet)) (client = 
sends-query 

�(¬ (server = sends-results)  (¬ a-signed-on-client-has-
not-signed-off-yet))) 

(client = sends-query  ( �¬ (server = sends-results) 

( �¬ a-signed-on-client-has-not-signed-off-yet))) 

(client = sends-query �¬ (server = sends-results)) 

(client = sends-query �¬ a-signed-on-client-has-not-
signed-off-yet)  

 The first implication in the above disjunction is False, as 
implied by formulae (11) and (6) in Section 3.1.3. Thus the 
validity of the disjunction depends on the second 
implication, i.e.,

(client = sends-query �¬ a-signed-on-client-has-not-
signed-off-yet) 

((client = sends-query) � all-signed-on-clients-have-
signed-off) 

 Still CTL cannot express predicates like this, because it 
does not contain past-time operators. The meaning of the 
above formula can be expressed however by the equivalent 
one 

((client = signs-on) [ ¬ (client = sends-query) U 
(client = signs-off)])    
      (17) 

 Formula (17) denotes that while a client is accessing 
various URLs, another client does not send queries so s/he 
remains unaware of the first client’s activities. This formula 
expresses accurately the intended meaning, but before 
encoding it we inverted that meaning. The rationale behind 
this was that we wanted to derive counterexamples so as to 
identify specific cases of faulty behavior. Had we encoded 
the original formula as it was, the model checker would con-
firm that a client can remain unaware of the activities of 
other clients without specifying though how this can happen.  

 Another property we were also interested in was whether 
information delivery on one’s activities can be delayed for 
some reason. This indeed can happen in two cases:  

(i) When the delivery of sign-on and sign-off messages 
or the server’s response to client queries are not 
instantaneous. 

(ii) When a client is informed on another client’s activity 
much later than the occurrence of that activity. 

 The first case is possible, in fact, as is implied by 
formulae (9), (10), and (11) in Section 3.1.3. Since its 
negation would contradict these formulae, we did not 
incorporate any relevant statement in the SPEC section of 
the encoding. Concerning case (ii), it can be specified with 
the following formula:  

((client = signs-on) (¬ (client = gets-results))) 

 In fact, the commencement of a client’s activity is 
signified by a sign-on message, which can be captured by 
other clients through the submission of relevant queries. The 
fastest way that this can be done is when the server replies to 
a client’s query immediately after the receipt of a sign-on 
message from another client. As we mentioned earlier, 
however, the reply of the server cannot reach immediately 
the interested client, so this property was not incorporated in 
the encoding.  

 Concerning finally the requirements about interface 
consistency, we did not address them because interface 
consistency is only possible with active notifications, which 
are not allowed by Palfreyman and Rodden’s protocol. As 
we show in Section 5.3, these requirements are not fully 
satisfied by MetaWeb either. 

5.2. Encoding the Awareness-support Protocol of 
MetaWeb  

 The abstract model of group awareness in MetaWeb (Fig. 
(2b)) comprises two clients and one server. The first client 
acts as a producer of events and the second as a consumer. 
Similarly to the encoding of Palfreyman and Rodden’s 
protocol, in the encoding of MetaWeb the clients and the 
server were represented by distinct variables. At the end of 
this encoding there were three specifications, which were 
derived similarly to the specification in Palfreyman and 
Rodden’s protocol. For example, in order to check whether a 
client can remain unaware of other clients’ activities or a 
client’s activity can be notified belatedly, we proceeded as 
follows: 

 Since awareness is supported by active notifications, the 
first case is only possible when a client’s event is never 
notified to other clients who have registered a relevant 
interest. This can be expressed as 

(client = causes-event �(¬ (client = receives-
notification)))          (18) 

Concerning in turn delayed notification, it may happen if 
a client’s event is not captured immediately by the server or 
is not notified immediately to other interested clients. These 
possibilities can be expressed by the following formulae: 

(client = causes-event (¬ (server = captures-
event)))           (19) 

(client = causes-event (¬ (client = receives-
notification)))          (20) 

 As before, we negated the meaning of the above 
formulae before encoding them into SMV. Concerning 
finally the requirements about interface consistency, they are 
examined within a broader framework in Section 6.2. 
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5.3. Model Checking Results 

 Our model checking experiments were performed with 
the 2.5.0 version of SMV on a Pentium III machine, which 
had 512 MBytes of RAM and was running Linux. The size 
of the state space of Palfreyman and Rodden’s protocol was 
1.1 X 10

38
, while that of the state space of MetaWeb was 4.3 

X 10
37

. Three of the SPEC statements in the encodings of 
these protocols were checked within seconds or minutes, but 
some counterexamples took over an hour. Bearing in mind 
though the results of similar experiments in the literature 
(e.g., [14], [48], etc), the above results indicate a good 
performance.  

 Based on this methodology we wrote and run two 
scenarios for each protocol, one involving five clients and 
another involving ten. So each scenario included a main 
module and five or ten submodule instances that were 
allowed to run simultaneously. We assumed one server 
variable in each scenario, but the client variable of each 
submodule was named differently, e.g., client1, client2, etc. 
We also assigned different values to these variables, e.g., the 
various in-transit values for client1 were named differently 
from the corresponding values for client2, and so on. 
Throughout the experiments we assumed that each client 
could act both as a producer and consumer of awareness 
information, which is usually the case in cooperative work. 
Due to the existence of non-deterministic assignments in the 
encodings, SMV produced several counterexamples on 
which we comment below. The presentation of these 
counterexamples is concise, since only the values of the 
client and the server make sense, while the values of the 
counter variables are not of immediate interest. 

5.3.1. Model Checking Results for the Protocol of 

Palfreyman and Rodden  

 SMV invalidated the SPEC statement in the protocol’s 
encoding. This entails that the requirements for fairness and 
interactive responsiveness expressed in the beginning of 
Section 3 are sometimes not satisfied by this protocol. The 
counterexamples generated by the model checker were 
presented as several steps in sequence. One of these 
counterexamples is shown below: 

 specification AG(client2 = signs-on > E [ . . . is false

as demonstrated by the following execution sequence

state 1.1 : client1 = idle 

 client2 = idle 

 server = idle 

state 1.2 : [executing process p1] 

 client2 = signs-on 

state 1.3 : client2 = not-signs-on 

state 1.4 : client2 = signs-off 

 server = gets-sign-on 

state 1.5 : [executing process p2] 

 client1 = sends-query 

 client2 = in-tr32 

 server = idle 

state 1.6 : client1 = in-tr41 

 server = gets-sign-off 

state 1.7 :  [executing process p1] 

 server = idle 

state 1.8 :  server = gets-query 

 As we mentioned earlier, the encoding of the second 
scenario included ten instances of a sub-module comprising 
the client and its associated counter variables, as well as their 
next-state evaluations. Variables p1 and p2 in the above 
counterexample represent two such instances. This 
counterexample demonstrates that if a client queries the 
awareness server while another client is signing off, the 
query will not produce any results on the activities of the 
second client. SMV generated several other 
counterexamples, in one of which client2 was shown to 
query the awareness server before client1 had signed on but 
not submitting any other queries afterwards.  

5.3.2. Model Checking Results for MetaWeb  

 MetaWeb’s model checking examined the negations of 
the three CTL formulae in Section 5.2. SMV generated 
several counterexamples, demonstrating thus the protocol’s 
inability to guarantee fairness and preserve interface 
consistency. The lack of fairness, in particular, was 
demonstrated by the following counterexample which 
includes (among others) an in-transit value that had been 
declared in the encoding: 

 specification AG(client1 = causes-event > AF client2 = 
receives-notification) is false

 as demonstrated by the following execution sequence 

state 1.1 : (. . . initializing system variables . . .) 

state 1.2 : client1 = causes-event 

state 1.3 : client1 = in-tr11 

state 1.4 : [executing process p1] 

 client1 = idle  

 server = captures-event 

state 1.5 : [executing process p2] 

 client2 = registers-interest 

 server = idle  

 This counterexample shows that MetaWeb cannot 
provide awareness information on past activities (i.e., if a 
client registers her/his interest in a certain event after the 
occurrence of that event, s/he will never receive a relevant 
notification). When we run the scenario with ten clients, 
SMV produced several variations of the above 
counterexample, including for example the generation of 
multiple events simultaneously with the registration of 
multiple client interests (owing to the fact that we had 
allowed the interleaved execution of submodules). This 
counterexample falsified also the third specification, while 
the second specification was falsified because it is 
impossible to achieve immediate information delivery (as 
denoted by the next operator) in an asynchronous 
environment like the WWW.  
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6. DISCUSSION 

6.1. General Comments 

 Palfreyman and Rodden’s protocol provides a good 
degree of presence awareness but does not provide sufficient 
activity awareness in some cases. As demonstrated by the 
counterexample in Section 5.3.1, if a client signs onto a URL 
while another client is performing some action and then the 
first client signs off from that URL before the second client 
completes his action, the second client will remain unaware 
of that action. 

 MetaWeb avoids the above problem thanks to the active 
notification of events upon their occurrence. Yet awareness 
support may still be insufficient, due to network latency and 
the time needed to establish HTTP links. So while an event 
is along the way to a client, the latter may be doing several 
actions which, upon the event’s arrival, will need to be 
undone [1]. If these actions have triggered real-world 
activities in the meantime though, their undo will not have 
the desired effects.  

 Besides the sensitivity to network latency, model 
checking demonstrated that MetaWeb prohibits clients to 
receive feedback on past activities. However this feedback is 
required quite often, so several CSCW systems tend to 
record interaction histories for this purpose (e.g., the 
framework presented in [5]). The above insufficiency of 
MetaWeb owes to the fact that its awareness-support 
protocol disposes events if no client has registered an interest 
in them. The protocol of Palfreyman and Rodden also falls 
short in this aspect, since it cannot convey information on a 
client’s activities once this client has signed off from a URL.  

6.2. Proposed Improvements 

6.2.1. Notifying Past Activities  

 One way to satisfy the requirement for past-activity 
awareness is to allow some form of event buffering. That is, 
once a client’s event is passed to the server, the latter should 
either notify it immediately to other clients or save it in a 
buffer for later dispatching (i.e., upon recording a relevant 
interest).  

Event buffering can be specified with the following 
formulae: 

�((server = captures-event) (server = saves-event))
            (21) 

�((server = saves-event) ((server = captures-interest)
(server = notifies-event)))        (22) 

 So in general, the active notification of events (as it is 
done by MetaWeb) and their temporary buffering (as it is 
suggested above) are necessary features for awareness 
support in the WWW. Yet active notification can only 
guarantee interface consistency under the assumption of 
immediate message delivery. In the WWW, however, this 
assumption may not be realistic due to the latency over the 
Internet.  

6.2.2. Model Checking Interface Consistency  

 We considered a MetaWeb scenario involving more than 
two clients, who were generating events asynchronously. To 
distinguish among those events, we changed the definition of 

the client variable by incorporating multiple instances of its 
values. The requirement for event notification in the right 
order was expressed then as  

�(client1 = causes-event1 (client1 = causes-event2 

( [¬(client2 = receives-notification2) U (client2 = 
receives-notification1)])))         (23) 

 When we tested this formula with SMV we received a 
number of counterexamples, which denoted that, due to 
network latency, the server may notify a recent event earlier 
than an old one. In cooperative applications, however, the 
belated arrival of an event may prompt clients to undo 
several actions. Problems like this can be avoided by 
associating each event with a timestamp denoting the exact 
time of its generation. Timestamps are more effective than 
the sequence numbers assigned to events by MetaWeb, since 
two events of the same client may have the same sequence 
number (if they belong to different messages) but may be 
notified to another client simultaneously, due to variations in 
network latency.  

 In turn, if the actions taken upon the arrival of out-of-
order notifications have triggered other events in the 
meantime, complete chaos will prevail. This chaos can be 
detected by timestamps but may be difficult to resolve. 
Hence the active notification of events cannot guarantee by 
itself interface consistency.  

6.2.3. Refining the Protocol Specification to allow for 
Interface Consistency  

 In an attempt to ensure interface consistency, we 
investigated first the implications of out-of-order 
notifications in situations like the above. To this end, we 
refined MetaWeb’s encoding by allowing clients to create 
events and register interests in an interleaving fashion, 
whereas in the original encoding we had assumed distinct 
roles for each client. We also added several assignment 
statements in order to represent causal dependencies between 
events. For example, using multiple instances of the client 
variable, we encoded the formulae  

�((client2 = receives-notification2) (client2 = 
causes-event2))          (24) 

and 

�((client2 = receives-notification2) ( [¬(client1 =
causes-event3) 

U (client2 = causes-event2)]))        (25) 

which denote that the notification of an event forces the 
recipient to create another event, without which the first 
client cannot continue his work. In a cooperative design 
session, for example, a designer may mark an artifact for 
deletion and wait then for the approval of the other designers 
in the group. If the latter are not informed immediately of the 
former’s intention, the deletion will be postponed to the 
detriment of the design activity.  

 The counterexamples generated by SMV to the negation 
of formula (25) were so many, that it would not be possible 
to capture them with manual methods. These 
counterexamples indicated situations where  

(i) the clients were receiving notifications out of order, 
which in turn were “freezing” other clients for 
extended time periods or
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(ii) the clients were involved in livelocks by exchanging 
events irrespective of the causal dependencies 
between them.

 These situations denote lack of scheduling, which owes 
to the inability of clients to estimate temporally the arrival of 
notifications. Because user activities are rarely scheduled 
[51], however, an alternative to the requirement for orderly 
notifications would be to provide users with feedback on the 
activity history of their team, so as to allow them to adjust 
their own activities to the activities of the team. This is a 
critical usability issue, since users can only arrange their 
activities from the information presented in their GUI. In the 
above design session, for example, designers might avoid 
livelocks if they knew that their colleagues have taken some 
actions in the meantime (according to Francez [25], the 
avoidance of livelock indicates weak fairness, since actions 
are offered continuously a chance until the moment they are 
enacted following the notification of earlier actions in their 
causal order). Similarly, designers might not get stuck if they 
knew that the activities of their colleagues had been notified 
in the wrong order. This can be expressed in general terms as 

�((client = receives-notification) (client-gets-
feedback (client-causes-another-event))) 

 The above formula denotes that after the notification of 
an event, clients keep interacting with each other on the basis 
of the feedback they have got until then. Since clients 
exchange awareness information through the awareness 
server, only that server can provide the above feedback, i.e.,  

�((server = notifies-event) (server-provides-
feedback-on-past-activities))  

 Feedback on past activities can be either an indication 
that some enacted events are going to be notified or an 
enumeration of those events. In the above design example, 
an indication might not make enough sense to designers. 
Enumeration instead might prompt them to suspend their 
actions until they get the notification and see what the events 
are about. Enumeration can be realized by counting how 
many events have been notified and how many are still along 
the way to the recipients. The server needs only to maintain a 
counter and increment it upon the release of each event, so as 
to inform clients of how many events they should still await. 
To avoid confusion with the counter variables of the 
encoding, we call this counter enum:  

�((server = notifies-event (server = increments-
enum  server = notifies-enum))        (26) 

�((server = notifies-enum) (client2 = receives-
enum))           (27) 

 Yet we need also to decrement that counter upon the 
delivery of each event, otherwise the clients would await 
events which would have arrived already. Hence the above 
two formulae must be complemented by a third one, i.e.,  

�((client2 = receives-notification) (enum-is-
decremented))  

 One way to realize the above would be by allowing the 
server to know whether notified events have actually reached 
a client so as to decrement the enum counter. This however 
requires synchronization among the clients and the server, 
which is impossible in the WWW. An alternative way would 

be to let the client decrement itself the counter upon the 
arrival of each event, i.e., 

�((client2 = receives-notification) (client2 = 
decrements-enum))         (28) 

 Below we examine the suitability of this alternative. 

6.2.4. Model Checking Usability  

 We model checked whether event enumeration can 
improve the usability of awareness-support protocols, i.e., 
whether it can satisfy the fourth requirement of Section 3 
(hence the word ‘intended’ in that requirement was 
interpreted as ‘a client should know exactly how many events 
s/he should await’). Before doing this, we added the new 
values increments-enum and notifies-enum to the definition 
of the server variable, as well as the values receives-enum 
and decrements-enum to the definition of the client variable 
(the value decrements-enum was added to the definition of 
the server the first time). These values were incorporated 
then into two assignments of the server (in order to encode 
formulae (26) and (27)) and into another two assignments of 
the client (to encode formulae (27) and (28)). We also 
encoded the counter of events as follows: 

 VAR 

  enum : 0 . . 50;  

 ASSIGN 

  init(enum) := 0;  

  next(enum) :=

  case 

   (enum < 50) & (server = increments-enum): 
   enum + 1; 

   (enum = 50) & (server = increments-enum): 
   50; 

   (enum > 0) & (client2 = decrements-enum) 
   enum – 1; 

   1 : 0; 

  esac; 

 Moreover, we allowed both clients to cause events and 
register interests in an interleaving fashion (as in Section 
6.2.3), while we complicated further the dependencies 
between events with the following formula:  

�((client = receives-notification) [¬(client = causes-
event) U (enum = 0)])         (29) 

 This formula imposes a strict order on client activities in 
order to satisfy the aforementioned usability requirement. 
When we checked again the negation of formula (25) we 
received no indications of livelock, while the cases of 
delayed notification were also fewer. This implies that by 
incorporating the properties denoted by formulae (26)-(28) 
we can indeed improve usability, at least as concerns the 
scenarios represented in the encoding. We must point out 
nevertheless that the above solution should always be 
accompanied by timestamps, since the latter play a critical 
role in some cases (in cooperative design, for example, it 
would be useful to know the temporal order of notified 
events so as to appreciate the current state of design).  
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 Groupware systems can bring substantial benefits in the 
workplace, but when their development is driven by 
imprecise assumptions about time, they do not allow users to 
collaborate effectively. The aim of this paper is to enable 
groupware developers to revisit such assumptions in the 
early phases of development with the aid of model checking.  

 Specifically, this paper has examined the problem of 
group awareness within the context of the WWW. Because 
the WWW poses challenges that are not addressed 
adequately by current awareness protocols, we used formal 
methods to describe desired properties of these protocols and 
verify their correctness. Thanks to the SMV model checker 
we identified several scenarios of faulty behavior in two 
protocols that reflect the current state of practice in 
awareness support and we suggested subsequently a number 
of improvements. These improvements concern event 
buffering, event timestamping and event enumeration, and 
they emerged from specific counterexamples of the model 
checker. To the best of our knowledge, the above 
improvements are not incorporated currently in any protocol 
for awareness support.  

 Central to our work has been a methodology for encoding 
CTL formulae into the language of SMV. This methodology 
increases the efficiency of model checking and reduces the 
encoding effort sometimes, while it can be applied easily by 
developers since it saves them from the task of drawing 
state-transition models. We must note though that explicit 
model checkers, like EMC [17] and SPIN [33], perform 
better than SMV in the verification of software, because the 
space complexity of explicit model checking is proportional 
not to the number of possible states but to the number of 
reachable ones, which are usually fewer in software systems. 
EMC encodes however each state explicitly, thus making 
model checking laborious. SPIN, in turn, can only verify 
linear-time formulae, so it is unsuitable for the verification of 
groupware which allows several paths of synchronization at 
run time. Instead, the specification of groupware properties 
with CTL and their efficient verification thanks to the use of 
SMV and our encoding methodology justify our overall 
approach, and make evident that it fits better to groupware 
development than other approaches based on explicit model 
checkers.  

 Our own approach can also serve as a starting point for 
evaluating groupware usability with model checking. To this 
end, we aim to develop a generic framework for detecting 
usability constraints in CSCW. For example, because our 
approach can only verify properties known in advance but 
not properties that evolve dynamically, we aim to extend it 
towards on-the-fly verification [32] so as to enable the 
detection of usability constraints while collaboration is still 
in progress. Other approaches which also utilize model 
checking for evaluating usability (e.g., [36]) are very broad 
in scope and do not consider the semantics of cooperative 
work. Finally, we wish to establish a mathematical 
foundation for our encoding methodology, whereby we 
would be able to prove formally its equivalence with 
automata-based encodings.  
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APPENDIX 

A.1. Computation Tree Logic 

 Temporal operators appearing in CTL formulae must be preceded either by the universal (‘ ’) or the existential (‘ ’) 
quantifier, which denote respectively that a property holds in every path out of a state or along some specific path(s) only. 
Moreover, past-time operators are not allowed, so only the operators ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘�’, ‘U’ and ‘R’ may appear in CTL formulae.
The next operator ‘ ’ is used to denote that a property holds in the immediately following state, the eventually operator ‘ ’
that a property will hold at some future state, and the henceforth operator ‘�’ that a property will hold at every state hereafter. 
The until operator ‘U’, in turn, is used between two propositions to denote that there will be a state where the second 
proposition will start holding while the first one will have held at every state prior to that state. The releases operator ‘R’,
finally, is the dual of ‘U’ and is used between two propositions to denote that there will be a state where the first proposition 
will start holding and the second one will become False.  

 The possible combinations of temporal operators with path quantifiers can be defined in CTL as follows: f g ¬ (¬ f ¬

g), g [True U g], g [True U g], � f ¬ [True U ¬ f],  

[f U g] [g R f ] and � f ¬ [True U ¬ f].  

 Last, the syntax of CTL formulae can be defined by the following rules:  

[i] Every atomic proposition is a CTL formula. 

[ii] If f and g are CTL formulae, then so are ¬ f, f g, f, [ f U g] and [ f U g].

A.2. Kripke structures 

 A Kripke structure is a quadruple (S, S0, T, L) over a set of atomic propositions (i.e., Boolean variables). S is a finite set of 
states, which are semantic concepts that do not appear explicitly in formulae. Each state is an assignment of values to system 
variables. S0 in turn, is a subset of S containing initial states, while T is a transition relation between states (i.e., T S X S) such 
that each state in S is accessible by at least one other state. L , finally, is a function that labels each state in S with the set of 
propositions which are True in that state.

A.3. Symbolic Algorithms 

 Each state of a Kripke structure is encoded in symbolic algorithms by an assignment of Boolean values to the set of state 
variables, while transitions are expressed as Boolean formulae that manipulate variables from the originating and the final state. 
For example, given the predicate p0(s) ( s : s S 0), where S 0 denotes the set of initial states in a Kripke structure, and the 
predicate pR(s, t) ( s :s S t S (s, t) T ¬ ( r :r S :(s, r) T (r, t) T)), where S and T denote respectively the set 
of states and the transition relation of the Kripke structure (so pR is True if t is accessible by s with only one transition), then the 
set of states in the Kripke structure that are accessible by the initial states with one transition can be expressed by the predicate 
p1(s) ( x : x S : p0(x) pR(x, s)). Similarly, the possibility of error in the behaviour of a system can be detected by 
computing iteratively the predicates p1(s) , . . . , pk(s), where pk(s) ( x : x S: pk-1(x) pR(x, s)), and intersecting at each step 
the sets corresponding to these predicates by a set of undesirable states (i.e., states indicating faulty behaviour).

A.4. SMV Basics 

 As we mentioned in the main text, SMV was the first model checker that incorporated symbolic algorithms. This checker 
represents states and transitions via BDDs. Today there exist quite a few versions of SMV (e.g., [11], [62]), but the features 
presented in this section are common to all versions.  

 A finite-state system can be described in SMV with one or more modules, which represent concurrently executing processes 
and are defined by the keyword MODULE followed by a string. These processes can be instantiated several times, take on 
parameters, and reference variables declared in other modules (like the procedures and functions of structured programming 
languages). The concurrent execution of SMV modules can be done either synchronously or in an interleaving fashion. In the 
latter case, the keyword process must precede the declaration of module instances. Modules contain also variable declarations 
denoted by the keyword VAR, which may refer to Boolean variables, enumerated symbolic types, variables within an integer 
subrange, or arrays. Variables may also take values from sets or expressions involving logical connectives. For example, taking
advantage of SMV’s macro-definition facility (i.e., DEFINE declarations), one can define new symbols from Boolean 
expressions but may not define new system variables. 

 Modules are used to specify transition relations, which are written inside ASSIGN statements in the form of Boolean 
expressions and/or parallel assignments. In both cases, the variables of each module are evaluated in a next state according to
their values in the current state. For example, the statement ASSIGN next(x) := !x sets the next-state value of the Boolean 
variable x to the negation of its current value. Next-state values may be defined also through case statements nested within an 
ASSIGN statement. The branches of case statements are examined in the order of their appearance and the first one that 
evaluates to True is chosen for execution. The last branch ensures that no transition is made if none of the previous branches is 
True. Before the definition of a next-state value, ASSIGN statements define the corresponding initial-state value. So, for any 
variable y, init(y) refers to the value of y in the initial state of the Kripke structure. A significant advantage of SMV regarding 
the specification of reactive systems is its ability to represent non-deterministic transitions. For example, when an ASSIGN 
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statement associates a variable with a set, the value of that variable is set randomly to a member of that set (e.g., ASSIGN
next(x) := {0, 1}). Another way to specify transition relations is through TRANS declarations, which include expressions 
defining these relations as propositions. The essential difference between TRANS and ASSIGN statements is that the former 
define transition relations declaratively, whereas the latter define them imperatively.  

 Last, the formulae to be verified are written as SPEC statements, while fairness constraints are written as CTL formulae that 
are preceded by the keyword FAIRNESS. 

A.5. Encoding of Palfreyman and Rodden’s Protocol 

 Based on the above, we wrote two scenarios for Palfreyman and Rodden’s protocol (as we have already mentioned), i.e., 
one involving five clients and another ten. Below we present an example scenario with only one client:

MODULE main 

VAR

client: {idle, sends-query, not-send-query, gets-results, signs-on, not-sign-on, signs-off, in-tr1, in-tr2, in-tr3, in-tr4, in-
tr5}; 

server: {idle, gets-query, sends-results, gets-sign-on, gets-sign-off, in-tr6, in-tr7, in-tr8, in-tr9, in-tr10, in-tr11}; 

cntr1: 1 . . 1000; 

;; the same for all the other counter variables 

ASSIGN

init(client) := idle; 

init(server) := idle; 

init(cntr1) := 1; 

;; the same for all the other counter variables  

next(client) :=

 case 

(client = gets-results) : {idle, gets-results, signs-on, signs-off, sends-query}; 

(client = signs-on) & (cntr1 = 1) : {idle, sends-query, in-tr1}; 

(client = idle) & (cntr2 = 1) : {idle, in-tr2};  

(client = in-tr2) & (cntr2 < 1000) : {sends-query, signs-on, signs-off, gets-results, in-tr2}; 

(client = in-tr2) & (cntr2 = 1000) : {sends-query, signs-on, signs-off, gets-results}; 

(client = signs-off) & (cntr3 = 1) : in-tr3; 

(client = in-tr3) & (cntr3 < 1000) : {in-tr3, signs-on};  

(client = in-tr3) & (cntr3 = 1000) : signs-on;  

(client = sends-query) & (cntr4 = 1) : in-tr4; 

(client = in-tr4) & (cntr4 < 1000) & (cntr5 = 1) : {in-tr4, not-send-query}; 

(client = in-tr4) & (cntr4 = 1000) & (cntr5 = 1) : not-send-query; 

(client = not-send-query) & (cntr5 < 1000) : {not-send-query, gets-results}; 

(client = not-send-query) & (cntr5 = 1000) : gets-results; 

(client = in-tr1) & (cntr1 < 1000) & (cntr6 = 1) : {in-tr1, not-sign-on}; 

(client = in-tr1) & (cntr1 = 1000) & (cntr6 = 1) : not-sign-on; 

(client = not-sign-on) & (cntr6 < 1000) : {not-sign-on, signs-off}; 

(client = not-sign-on) & (cntr6 = 1000) : signs-off; 

(server = sends-query) & (cntr7 = 1) : in-tr5; 

(server = in-tr5) & (cntr7 < 1000) : {in-tr5, gets-results}; 

(server = in-tr5) & (cntr7 =1000) : gets-results; 

1 : idle;  
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 esac; 

 next(server) :=

 case

(server = gets-query) : sends-results; 

(server = sends-results) : {gets-query, idle, gets-sign-on, gets-sign-off}; 

(server = gets-sign-on) & (cntr8 = 1) : {idle, in-tr6}; 

(server = in-tr6) & (cntr8 < 1) : {in-tr6, gets-query, gets-sign-on, gets-sign-off}; 

(server = in-tr6) & (cntr8 = 1000) : {gets-query, gets-sign-on, gets-sign-off}; 

(server = gets-sign-off) & (cntr9 = 1) : {idle, in-tr7}; 

(server = gets-sign-off) & (cntr9 < 1000) : {in-tr7, gets-sign-on, gets-sign-off}; 

(server = gets-sign-off) & (cntr9 = 1000) : {gets-sign-on, gets-sign-off}; 

(client = signs-on) & (cntr10 = 1) : in-tr8; 

(server = in-tr8) & (cntr10 < 1000) : {in-tr8, gets-sign-on};  

(server = in-tr8) & (cntr10 = 1000) : gets-sign-on; 

(client = signs-off) & (cntr11 = 1) : in-tr9; 

(server = in-tr9) & (cntr11 < 1000) : {in-tr9, gets-sign-off};  

(server = in-tr9) & (cntr11 = 1000) : gets-sign-off; 

(client = sends-query) & (cntr12 = 1) : in-tr10; 

(server = in-tr10) & (cntr12 < 1000) : {in-tr10, gets-query};  

(server = in-tr10) & (cntr12 = 1000) : gets-query; 

(server = idle) & (cntr13 = 1) : in-tr11; 

(server = in-tr11) & (cntr13 < 1000) : {in-tr11, idle, gets-query, gets-sign-on, gets-sign-off};  

(server = in-tr11) & (cntr13 = 1000) : {idle, gets-query, gets-sign-on, gets-sign-off}; 

1 : idle;  

 esac;

 next(cntr1) :=

 case 

(client = in-tr1) : cntr1 + 1; 

 1 : cntr1; 

 esac;  

 ;; the same for all the other counter variables except cntr5 and cntr6 

 next(cntr5) :=

 case 

(cntr4 = 1000) & (client = not-send-query) : cntr5 + 1; 

 1 : cntr5; 

 esac;  

 next(cntr6) :=

 case 

(cntr1 = 1000) & (client = not-sign-on) : cntr6 + 1; 

 1 : cntr6; 

 esac; 

 . . . 

SPEC AG((client = signs-on) > E[(client = sends-query) U (client = signs-off)])
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